STEP 1: REMOVE ALL BROKEN GLASS
Remove all existing broken glass and adhesive from the mirror’s plastic frame and backing plate with a putty knife.

STEP 2: CLEAN & TEST FIT
Thoroughly clean backing plate with rubbing alcohol. Clean mirror with glass cleaner. Test fit your Redi Cuts® before proceeding to the next step.

STEP 3: APPLY ADHESIVE
Apply Burco Redi Stick™ adhesive patches to the backing plate or mirror replacement, if applicable.

TIP: Install in a warm/dry environment.
TIP: In addition to adhesive patches, you may supplement silicone or urethane.

STEP 4: INSTALL REDI CUTS®
Align and press mirror replacement directly to your broken mirror with firm yet gentle pressure. Make sure to align signal icons, if applicable.

STEP 5: CLEAN UP
Clean your installed Redi Cuts® mirror replacement with glass cleaner.

INSTALLATION A
Install your Redi Cuts® over your existing broken mirror.
To use this method, the broken mirror must be present and should remain in the mirror housing. Only remove loose or protruding pieces with a putty knife or screwdriver.

STEP 1: CLEAN
For proper adhesion, ensure both mirror surfaces are free of dirt or debris.

STEP 2: ALIGN
Dry fit (test fit) mirror replacement by placing over existing broken mirror to check proper fit. Be sure to align signal icons, if applicable.

STEP 3: APPLY ADHESIVE
Apply Burco Redi Stick™ adhesive patches to the broken mirror or mirror replacement. Use care not to cover any signal icons, if applicable.

TIP: Install in a warm/dry environment.

STEP 4: INSTALL REDI CUTS®
Align and press mirror replacement directly to your broken mirror with firm yet gentle pressure. Make sure to align signal icons, if applicable.

STEP 5: CLEAN UP
Clean your installed Redi Cuts® mirror replacement with glass cleaner.

INSTALLATION B
Remove broken glass to install your Redi Cuts®
STEP 1: REMOVE ALL BROKEN GLASS
Remove all existing broken glass and adhesive from the mirror’s plastic frame and backing plate with a putty knife.

STEP 2: CLEAN & TEST FIT
Thoroughly clean backing plate with rubbing alcohol. Clean mirror with glass cleaner. Test fit your Redi Cuts® before proceeding to the next step.

STEP 3: APPLY ADHESIVE
Apply Burco Redi Stick™ adhesive patches to the backing plate or mirror replacement, if applicable.

TIP: Install in a warm/dry environment.
TIP: In addition to adhesive patches, you may supplement silicone or urethane.

STEP 4: INSTALL REDI CUTS®
Align and press mirror replacement to the backing plate with firm yet gentle pressure.

STEP 5: CLEAN UP
Clean your installed Redi Cuts® mirror replacement with glass cleaner.